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Pediatric cancers represent a wide variety of different tumors, though they have unique

features that distinguish them from adult cancers. Receptor tyrosine kinases KIT and

TrkA functions in AML and NB, respectively, are well-characterized. Though expression

of these receptors is found in both tumors, little is known about KIT function in NB and

TrkA in AML. By combining gene enrichment analysis with multidimensional scaling we

showed that pediatric AMLs with t(8;21) or inv16 and high KIT expression levels stand

out from other AML subtypes as they share prominent transcriptomic features exclusively

with KIT-overexpressing NBs. We showed that AML cell lines had a predominant

expression of an alternative TrkAIII isoform, which reportedly has oncogenic features,

while NB cell lines had dominating TrkAI-II isoforms. NB cells, on the other hand, had

an abnormal ratio of KIT isoforms as opposed to AML cells. Both SCF and NGF exerted

protective action against doxorubicin and cytarabine for t(8;21) AML and NB cells. We

identified several gene sets both unique and common for pediatric AML and NB, and

this expression is associated with KIT or TrkA levels. NMU, DUSP4, RET, SUSD5, NOS1,

and GABRA5 genes are differentially expressed in NBs with high KIT expression and are

associated with poor survival in NB. We identified HOXA10, BAG3, andMARCKS genes

that are connected with TrkA expression and are marker genes of poor outcome in AML.

We also report that SLC18A2, PLXNC1, andMRPL33 gene expression is associated with

TrkA or KIT expression levels in both AML and NB, and these genes have a prognostic

value for both cancers. Thus, we have provided a comprehensive characterization of

TrkA and KIT expression along with the oncogenic signatures of these genes across two

pediatric tumors.

Keywords: KIT, TrkA (tropomyosin receptor kinase), neuroblastoma, acute myeloid leukemia, alternative splicing,

SCF (stem cell factor), NGF (nerve growth factor), oncogenic signature

INTRODUCTION

Leukemia and neuroblastoma (NB) are the most common extracranial childhood cancers,
constituting around 25 and 7% of all pediatric cancers, respectively (1, 2). NBs are responsible for
15% of cancer-related pediatric deaths and high-grade NB patients have a long-term survival rate
of<40%. Although AML is generally considered a geriatric disease, it makes up 15–20% of all acute
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pediatric leukemias (2). Compared to themost common pediatric
leukemia—acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)—patients with
AML have lower survival rates. Receptor tyrosine kinases and
their respective ligands are one of the major drivers of tumor
cells proliferation, survival, and possible differentiation. Here
we explored the role of two such kinases—receptor tyrosine
kinase KIT and tropomyosin receptor kinase A (TrkA)—for both
leukemic and NB cells.

Receptor tyrosine kinase KIT, which binds the stem cell factor
(SCF), is mainly considered as a myeloid cell receptor since it
is predominantly expressed by myeloid progenitor cells and is
essential for normal hematopoiesis (3). High KIT expression
is a hallmark of AML and most AML cells are KIT-positive
(4). CBF-AML patients have elevated KIT expression and a
higher mutation rate in the gene compared to other subtypes
of AML. Mutations in the KIT gene are associated with poor
prognoses in patients with t(8;21)(q22;q22) and inv(16)(p13;q22)
CBF-AML (5). The clinical significance of KIT overexpression is
still unclear. In AML cells several KIT isoforms, which are the
result of alternative splicing, are detected. Two isoforms differ
by tetrapeptide sequence–GNNK presence in the juxtamembrane
region of the extracellular domain (6, 7).

KIT is expressed in a significant amount of NB tumors and
cell lines (8–14). According to histological studies, up to 30%
of all NBs are KIT-positive, and KIT mRNA is detected in up
to 80% of tumors. About half of KIT-positive NBs also co-
express SCF (9, 11). Normally, in embryos, KIT is expressed
by neural crest cell, from which NB originates. In neural crest
cells SCF/KIT signaling drives their migration, survival, and
proliferation and KIT expression is generally lost by these
cells during their differentiation (15–21). Recent meta-analysis
showed that high KIT expression in NBs correlates with worse
prognoses independently from a tumor stage (8, 9, 11, 13, 22).
KIT-positive NB cells give rise to more aggressive tumors, and
KIT is currently considered as a potential therapeutic target for
NB treatment. There are several FDA-approved KIT inhibitors,
such as imatinib and dasatinib (8, 9, 13, 23, 24).

TrkA is a high-affinity receptor of neural growth factor (NGF)
and its expression patterns and function are best characterized
for cells and tissues of neural origin. TrkA is usually expressed
in low-risk NBs prone to spontaneous regression (25–27). High
TrkA expression and lack of MYCN gene amplification are
associated with a favorable prognosis, whereas TrkA expression
is either absent or strongly reduced in aggressive NB (28,
29). Although the expression of TrkA is generally a favorable
factor, the alternatively spliced TrkAIII isoform is expressed
predominantly in aggressive NBs (30). This isoform is formed as
a result of alternative splicing and lacks exons 6, 7, and 9, which
leads to the loss of one of two extracellular immunoglobulin-like
domains and a glycosylation site. As a result of the deletion of
one of the immunoglobulin-like domains, the TrkAIII isoform
is constitutively active and does not respond to NGF. TrkAIII
is considered to be potentially oncogenic because NB cells with
TrkAIII overexpression give rise to more aggressive tumors in
mice, and TrkAIII promotes angiogenesis in tumors, reduces the
sensitivity of NB cells to doxorubicin, and helps cells adapt to

stress (30, 31). However, this isoform is expressed not only by NB
cells, but also by neural stem cells and nerve crest progenitor cells.

Expression of Trk-receptor family members was observed in
several non-neural cell types and tissues. Elevated expression of
TrkA is associated with a more favorable outcome and longer
overall survival among breast cancer patients (32). Cutaneous
melanoma cells overexpress TrkA and this is associated with
poor outcomes and shorter survival (33, 34). TrkA expression is
observed in lymphoid and hematopoietic cells, and its signaling
is essential for immune cells (35, 36). Ectopic expression
of the RUNX1-RUNX1T fusion gene, formed as a result of
t(8;21) translocation common in pediatric AML, in CD34+
hematopoietic cells induces TrkA expression (37). Recently it was
shown that an oncogenic TrkAIII splice isoform was expressed
in the thymus and cutaneous melanomas, as well as in the Jurkat
T-ALL cell line (38, 39).

In this study, we aimed to identify KIT and NTRK1 (which
encodes TrkA protein) gene expression patterns in pediatric
patients with NB and AML (from publicly available datasets) and
reveal the hallmarks of the high and low expressions of those
genes. We hypothesized that in some cases the examination of
the expression level of KIT and TrkA receptors is insufficient for
understanding leukemia and NB cell behavior in the presence
of exogenous proteins, NGF, and SCF. We characterized KIT
and TrkA alternatively spliced isoform expression in NB and
AML cells, as well as gene expression signatures associated with
their expression, both unique and mutual for NBs and AMLs, to
uncover new aspects of their signaling in pediatric tumors.

RESULTS

NB and AML Have Distinct Pattern of KIT
and NTRK1 Genes Expression
We examinedKIT andNTRK1 gene expression using the publicly
available R2: Genomics analysis and visualization platform
(http://r2.amc.nl) in patients with cancers of neurological [NB,
glioma, pheochromocytoma (PCC), and paraganglioma (PGL)]
or hematological origins (AML, ALL, CLL, lymphoma, and
myeloma). NBs, along with PCC/PGL and AML datasets, form
distinct groups, as shown on the plot of KIT and NTRK1 gene
expression (Figure 1A). Expressions of KIT and NTRK1 genes
for each used data set are provided in Supplementary Table 1.
Next, we compared KIT andNTRK1 expression for NB and AML
subtypes with other tumors of similar origin and normal tissue.
For NB we used the Versteeg data set (40), and for pediatric
AML we used the denBoer-237 data set (41) as transcriptomic
data in these two data sets was obtained and normalized by the
same methods. In acute myeloid tumors, KIT is overexpressed in
most pediatric AML karyotypes (excluding AML with KMT2A-
rearrangement) compared to CML or normal bone marrow
(Figure 1B). Pediatric AMLs have the same level of NTRK1
expression as normal bone marrow, expect for AMLs with t(8;21)
translocation or chromosomal inversion inv16 (Figure 1B). KIT
expression in NB or PCC/PGL (where all three tumors originate
from neural crest cells) seems to be higher than in benign
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FIGURE 1 | Expression and transcriptomic signature of KIT and NTRK1 genes in AML and NB. (A) Expression of KIT and NTRK1 expression across different data

sets of human cancers of neurological and hematopoietic origin from R2: Genomics analysis and visualization platform (http://r2.amc.nl). Data presented as mean

expression within each data set and standard errors. (B) Expression of KIT (top) and NTRK1 (bottom) genes in pediatric AML, CML, and normal bone marrow (BM).

Data on pediatric AML was taken from the denBoer data set. NC- normal cytogenetics (n = 39); t(8;21)/inv16- AML with translocation t(8;21) or inversion inv16 (n =

55); KMT2A -AML- AML with KMT2A rearrangement (n = 47); other AML- AML with other karyotypes (n = 71); UC- unknown cytogenetics (n = 25); CML- chronic

myeloid leukemia (n = 69). Data on CML and normal BM (n = 71) were obtained from the leukemia Mile-2004 data set from the R2 platform. (C) Expression of KIT

(top) and NTRK1 (bottom) genes in NB data sets, pheochromocytomas, and paragangliomas (PCC/PGL), neurofibroma, adrenal gland, and neural tube. Data sets

used for analysis: NB1- Versteeg NB data set (n = 88); NB2- Hiyama NB data set (n = 51); NB3- DeLattre NB data set (n = 34); PCC/PGL- Favier data set (n = 188),

neurofibroma- Miller data set (n = 88), adrenal gland- from GSE3526, GSE7307, GSE8514 data sets (n = 13), neural tube- Nagy data set (n = 9). All AML and CML

datasets were compared to normal BM, and NB datasets were compared to the adrenal gland. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 as calculated by Mann-Whitney

test. (D) Multidimensional scaling of enriched GO gene sets identified in t(8;21)/inv16 AML with high KIT expression. (E) Multidimensional scaling of enriched GO gene

sets identified in t(8;21)/inv16 AML and NB with high NTRK1 expression Semantic distance was analyzed by REVIGO using Resnik scores for depth of GO gene

annotations. (F) Graphical representation of involvement of DNA damage repair or splicing (G) pathways in the progression of AML and NB. Colors from cyan to pink

represent the prognostic value of each gene set/ Prognostic value was calculated as a normalized percentage of genes in a set correlating with prognosis. The AML

data set is presented by circles and NB by diamonds. Size is proportional to the number of genes in each GO gene sets.
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neurofibromas or a normal adrenal gland (the most common
site of NB localization), but lower than in the embryonic
neural tube (Figure 1C). Interestingly, even though high NTRK1
expression is strongly associated with a favorable prognosis, NB
and PCC/PGL have dramatically higher NTRK1 expression than
neurofibroma, adrenal gland, or neural tube (Figure 1C).

To compare possible cellular processes associated with KIT
and TrkA in AMLs and NB we used the GSEA approach
to find enriched Gene Ontology (GO) gene sets in patients
with high KIT or NTRK1 expression (all enriched gene sets
are presented in Supplementary Tables 2, 3). Since AMLs
with t(8;21)/inv16 have significantly higher NTRK1 expression
than other AML karyotypes and are associated with KIT
overexpression we decided to analyze this group separately
from other AML karyotypes (including AMLs with unknown
and normal cytogenetic). GSEA analysis revealed that 44 GO
gene sets were enriched in t(8;21)/inv16 AMLs with high KIT
expression. Unexpectedly, a substantial fraction of these gene
sets (17/44) was also enriched in NBs with high KIT expression,
and only 7/44 were enriched in other AML karyotypes, while
another 10 gene sets were enriched in all three groups. To
better elucidate biological processes shared by t(8;21)/inv16 AML
and NB we performed multidimensional scaling using REVIGO
(42). Multidimensional scaling of GO gene sets enriched in
t(8;21)/inv16 AMLs with high KIT expression showed that KIT
expression in this AML subgroup as well as in NB is associated
with increased activity in DNA damage repair and cell cycle
regulation pathways (Figure 1D). Surprisingly, these pathways
were not enriched in other AML karyotypes, suggesting that KIT
has more similar functions in t(8;21)/inv16 AML and NB, rather
than in t(8;21)/inv16 and other AML karyotypes.

Next, we compared enriched GO gene sets for high NTRK1
expression in NB, t(8;21)/inv16, and other AML karyotypes data
sets. Fifty six gene sets were enriched in the NB data set, 7 in
t(8;21)/inv16, and no enrichment was observed for other AML
karyotypes (Figure 1E). High NTRK1 expression in NBs was
associated mainly with normal neural functions such as dendrite
and neurite extension and the control of protein transport
and localization in different cell compartments. In t(8;21)/inv16
AMLs, high NTRK1 expression was mainly associated with
erythrocyte and granulocyte differentiation.

To investigate if DNA damage repair processes shared for
t(8;21)/inv16 AML and NB (as was revealed by multidimensional
scaling) have any impact on disease outcome we analyzed how
many genes from each GO gene set were associated with patient
survival. We used the Kaplan Meier scan from the R2: Genomics
analysis and visualization platform to find genes associated with a
prognosis in two data sets: Bohlander (n= 422) (43) for AML and
Versteeg (n = 88) (40) for NB. The DNA repair GO gene set was
enriched in genes associated with prognosis both for AML and
NB (Figure 1F). Since KIT and TrkA both have well-described
alternatively spliced isoforms we also examined the relevance of
different splicing pathways to prognosis for NB and AML. We
chose seven GO gene sets associated with splicing and found
that mRNA cis-splicing via spliceosome had the biggest amount
of genes; these expressions were connected with prognoses in

NB and AML (Figure 1G). These results indicate that certain
DNA damage repair and splicing pathways may be relevant to
prognoses in the case of both AML and NB.

KIT Isoforms Have Different Expression
Ratios in AML and NB Cells
First, we measured the mRNA expression of two KIT isoforms
(GNNK+ and GNNK-) in three myeloid leukemia (Kasumi-1,
K562, and HL-60) and three NB (SH-SY5Y, SK-N-BE, and SK-N-
AS) cell lines. All tested AML and NB cell lines had detectable
mRNA expression of both KIT isoforms. GNNK- was the
predominant isoform in all leukemic cell lines, but in the HL-60
cell line the differences between GNNK- andGNNK+ transcripts
were the smallest (Figure 2A). We then stained three myeloid
leukemia cell lines with an anti-KIT (conjugated with FITC)
antibody to determine the expression of KIT on protein level.
Direct flow cytometry analysis of alive leukemia cells confirmed
that 100% of Kasumi-1 cells had surface KIT expression (44), and
K562 cells had a sizeable KIT-positive population. In agreement
with previous research, HL-60 had a very low level of surface
KIT (45), and only intracellular KIT protein was detected in
this cell line after fixation and permeabilization prior staining
(Figure 2B). ICC confirmed that Kasumi-1 cells have the highest
KIT expression level as cytoplasm was stained intensively. Only
part of the K562 and HL-60 population of K562 and HL-60 cells
had considerable KIT staining.

Notably, we found that two NB cell lines, SH-SY5Y and SK-
N-BE, had roughly the same ratio of GNNK- and GNNK+
KIT isoform expression, while SK-N-AS have a predominant
GNNK+ isoform expression (Figure 2C). Direct flow cytometry
and ICC confirmed that all NB cells expressed the KIT receptor
but at different levels (Figure 2D). The highest staining intensity
with anti-KIT antibodies was detected in SH-SY5Y cells, while
SK-N-BE and SK-N-AS apparently had a very small population
of cells with noticeable staining.

TrkAIII Isoform Is Highly Expressed in AML
Cells
Further, we examined NTRK1 isoform expression in myeloid
and neuroblastoma cell lines. Kasumi-1 and HL-60, which
represent the M2 subtype of AML, highly express TrkAIII
isoforms (Figure 3A). We then stained three myeloid leukemia
cell lines with anti-TrkA antibodies. For flow cytometry and
ICC examination of TrkA protein expression, we used FITC-
conjugated antibodies that targeted the tyrosine kinase domain of
the receptor, shared by all three isoforms. Cells were pre-fixed and
permeabilized, and in all leukemic cells we detected a significant
amount of intracellular receptors. We used an ICC approach to
determine TrkA distribution within the cells (Figure 3B). The
pattern of TrkA distribution in Kasumi-1 andHL-60 cells differed
dramatically from that observed in K562 cells. In K562 cells a
lot of protein localized all over the cellular cytoplasm, while in
Kasumi-1 and HL-60 cells TrkA protein localized to circular-
shaped, spike-like compartments, near the nuclei (Figure 3E).
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FIGURE 2 | KIT expression in AML and NB cells. (A) Relative mRNA expression of KIT splice isoforms (GNNK- and GNNK+) in myeloid leukemic cell lines Kasumi-1,

HL-60, and K562. (B) TrkA protein expression by direct flow cytometry and sub-cellular distribution of TrkA in leukemia cell lines using ICC. (C) Relative mRNA

expression of KIT splice isoforms (GNNK- and GNNK+) in NB cell lines SH-SY5Y, SK-N-BE, and SK-N-AS. (D) TrkA protein expression by direct flow cytometry and

sub-cellular distribution of TrkA in NB cell lines using ICC. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 as calculated by the Mann-Whitney test.

The size of the TrkA-spikes was notably smaller in HL-60 cells
than in Kasumi-1.

SH-SY5Y and SK-N-BE cells have a dramatically higher
expression of TrkAI-II isoforms than TrkAIII isoforms
(Figure 3C). SK-N-AS cells, on the contrary, have higher
TrkAIII expression. All NB cells seem to express TrkA proteins
as detected by flow cytometry. ICC showed a more complicated
TrkA expression pattern in the NB cell. SH-SY5Y had the
brightest staining and a significant amount of the receptor was
localized to the cytoplasm or membrane (Figures 3D,E). In
leukemic cells we also detected spikes that were close to the
nuclei. SK-N-BE and SK-N-AS had little amounts of staining in
the cytoplasm with the majority of cells having only spikes.

SCF and NGF Promote Survival of Both
AML and NB Cells
To explore the role of TrkA and KIT isoforms in NB and AML
cells, we first tested whether receptor activation by SCF or NGF
affects the proliferation of cells with different ratios of receptor
isoforms. NB and leukemic cell lines were treated with different
concentrations of SCF or NGF (25–100 ng/ml) alone and with
100 ng/ml of both SCF and NGF, with an addition of even low

concentrations (25 ng/ml) of SCF stimulated growth of Kasumi-
1 cells that had the highest level of KIT expression (Figure 4A).
None of the analyzed myeloid cell lines responded to NGF
treatment by elevated growth rate. Consistent with previous
reports, NGF did not drive K562 cell line growth despite the high
expression of full-length TrkA receptor isoforms. Surprisingly,
the addition of NGF to SCF-treated Kasumi-1 cells resulted
in the abolishment of SCF-induced growth. As it was shown
on cytokine-dependent cell line TF-1, NGF/TrkA signaling is
not preferred in hematopoietic cells and even trace amounts of
GM-CSF could nullify NGF effects (46).

Both NGF and SCF were able to stimulate the proliferation
of NB cell lines. SCF (at 100 ng/ml) stimulated only SH-SY5Y
and SK-N-BE cell proliferation (Figure 4B). NGF promoted
growth of SH-SY5Y cells (at 50 and 100 ng/ml) and increased
the proliferation of SK-N-BE cells only at 100 ng/ml. Both SCF
and NGF failed to promote the growth of SK-N-AS cells. These
results are in agreement with previous publications stating that
TrKAIII isoforms (dominant in SK-N-AS) cannot interact with
NGF (30). The absence of SCF stimulating effects on SK-N-AS
cells may be connected to SK-N-AS having a higher expression of
KIT GNNK+ isoforms over canonical GNNK-, since GNNK+
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FIGURE 3 | TrkA expression in AML and NB cells. (A) Relative mRNA expression of TrkA splice isoforms (TrkAI-II and TrkAIII) in myeloid leukemia cell lines Kasumi-1,

HL-60, and K562. (B) TrkA protein expression by direct flow cytometry and sub-cellular distribution of TrkA in leukemic cell lines using ICC. (C) Relative mRNA

expression of TrkA splice isoforms (TrkAI-II and TrkAIII) in NB cell lines SH-SY5Y, SK-N-BE, and SK-N-AS. (D) TrkA protein expression by direct flow cytometry and

sub-cellular distribution of TrkA in NB cell lines using ICC. (E) Larger images of TrkA sub-cellular distribution of Kasumi-1 and SH-SY5Y cells. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001

as calculated by the Mann-Whitney test.

isoforms show weaker responses to SCF in other studies (6, 7).
NGF and SCF showed no synergic action on the proliferation of
NB cell lines.

To investigate what role SCF/KIT and NGF/TrkA signaling
might play in NB and AML progression we studied how SCF
and NGF protect cells against commonly used chemotherapeutic
drugs (cytarabine-AraC and doxorubicin). Cells were pretreated
with recombinant proteins SCF and NGF either individually
(100 ng/ml) or in combination (100 ng/ml each) and then treated
by AraC (for leukemic cells) or doxorubicin (for NBs) for
6 days. For each cell line, we used two toxic concentrations
of the respective drug, representing mildly and highly toxic
concentrations. A combination of NGF and SCF protects
leukemic cells Kasumi-1 and HL-60 from AraC-induced cell
death (Figure 4C). Interestingly, when Kasumi-1 cells are treated
with a lower concentration of AraC (12.5 nM), SCF alone is
sufficient, but only NGF in combination with SCF can stimulate
the survival of those cells treated with high AraC concentrations.
The effect of NGF and SCF combination is reproduced in HL-
60 cells under slightly toxic AraC concentrations (12.5 nM).
Unexpectedly, neither SCF nor NGF affected K562 cells treated
with AraC.

In a similar manner to proliferation stimulation, NGF
protected NB cells with dominant TrkAI-II isoforms (SH-
SY5Y and SK-N-BE) from doxorubicin, especially from lower

doxorubicin concentrations (Figure 4D). NGF promoted the
death of SK-N-AS cells (doxorubicin 100 nM) that had a
dominant TrkAIII isoform. While SCF failed to protect NBs
from lower doxorubicin concentrations it was able to protect cells
from high doxorubicin concentrations (100 nM for SH-S5Y5 and
200 nM for SK-N-BE). SCF and NGF showed synergic protective
action from doxorubicin (100 nM) for SH-SY5Y and SK-N-BE
cells. As is consistent with our previous results, SCF alone or
together with NGF did not affect the survival of SK-N-AS cells.

These results reveal that both SCF and NGF can promote
survival of AML and NB cells, but still have distinct action
on the cells dependent on the dominating isoform of KIT or
TrkA receptors. Importantly, SCF and NGF showed combined
promotion in the survival of both AML and NB cells.

Novel Prognostic Factors in AML and NB
Patients Are Associated With KIT and
NTRK1 Expression
To determine what novel prognostic factors are associated with
KIT or NTRK1 expression in AML and NB we identified
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in patient groups with
high KIT orNTRK1 expression (Figures 5A,B). Complete lists of
identified DEGs are presented in Supplementary Tables 4, 5. We
then examined the correlation of identifiedDEGs expression with
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FIGURE 4 | Growth and survival of AML an NB cells in the presence of NGF and SCF. Number of viable (A) leukemic cells and (B) NB cells in response to treatment

with recombinant proteins—SCF (25–100 ng/ml), NGF (25–100 ng/ml) or their combination (100 + 100 ng/ml). (C) Number of viable leukemic cells in response to

treatment with cytarabine (AraC) in the presence of recombinant proteins. (D) Number of viable leukemic cells in response to treatment with doxorubicin (Dox) in the

presence of recombinant proteins. Leukemic and NB cells were pretreated with recombinant SCF (100 ng/ml), NGF (100 ng/ml), or their combination (100 +

100 ng/ml). Two concentrations of AraC or doxorubicin were used for each cell line. Data presented as mean number of viable cells per well with SD. *p < 0.05,

**p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 as calculated by the Mann-Whitney test.

prognoses in AML (Bohlander-422 data set) and NB (Versteeg-
88 data set) by Kaplan Meier scan in R2: Genomics analysis and
visualization platform (Figure 5C).

In the KIT-high group we detected 689 DEGS, and among
them 20 were associated with a prognosis in AML (Bohlander
data set). Two hundred sixty-four genes were found in the
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FIGURE 5 | Evaluation of prognostic markers in AML and NB patients depending on KIT or NTRK1 expression level. Volcano plots for differentially expressed genes

(DEGs) in AML (A) and NB (B) groups with KIT high/low and NTRK1 high/low expression. DEGs common for both AML and NB are marked red. (C) Distribution of

(Continued)
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FIGURE 5 | DEGs in AML (top) and NB (bottom) groups based on correlation with prognosis. (D) Kaplan Meier survival analysis for HOXA10, BAG3, and MARCKS

genes expression in AML data set (Bohlander n = 422). (E) Kaplan Meier survival analysis for NOS1, NMU, and GABRA5 genes expression in NB data set (Versteeg

n = 88). (F) Kaplan Meier survival analysis for SLC18A2, PLXNC1, and MRPL33 genes expressed in AML and NB data sets. (G) Gene and protein interaction

networks generated for identified gene sets using GeneMANIA. Blue nodes are input genes from identified gene sets. Black nodes are result genes identified by

GeneMANIA that may participate in gene/protein interactions. Genes identified as associated with NTRK1 expression are presented as circles and genes associated

with KIT expression as diamonds.

KIT-low group and 17 were associated with a prognosis.
Two hundred twenty-two DEGs were found associated with
NTRK1 high expression and 18 were linked with a prognosis.
Three hundred thirty-six DEGs were in NTRK1-low group
and 23 connected with prognosis. Among identified DEGs we
found several novel prognostic genes, those expressions strongly
correlate with a poor prognosis. In the KIT-low group we
marked BAG3, SH3BP5, and MARCKS genes as their high
expression is associated with a poor prognosis (Figure 5D).
BAG3 (BCL2-associated athanogene 3) knockdown is known to
affect proliferation, migration, and invasion of EGFR-positive
triple-negative breast cancer cell lines via AKT and FAK
kinases (47). MARCKS (Myristoylated alanine-rich C kinase
substrate) is involved in the tumorigenesis of different types
of malignant diseases, but its role in myeloid malignances has
not been described. F2RL2 (coagulation factor II (thrombin)
receptor-like 1) is a gene encoding G-protein coupled receptor
and it is differentially expressed in the KIT-high group. It is
involved in inflammatory processes, but its function in myeloid
hematopoiesis is not described. We found three HOX genes
(HOXA5, HOXA7, HOXA10) among DEGs in the NTRK1-
low group. HOX genes encode transcription factors of the
homeobox family, implicated in normal hematopoiesis and
several malignancies including ALL and AML (48). Even so,
it is known that the HOXA10 gene has oncogenic potential in
developing leukemia; specific roles of HOXA5, HOXA7, and
HOXA10 in myeloid leukemias are poorly described. Among
genes associated with NTRK1 expression we identified several
novel genes connected with poor prognosis in AML that were
not previously described: H1F0, SEL1L3, and IMPA1. Here, we,
for the first time, found that H1F0 (coding linker histone H1.0)
is linked to high NTRK1 expression. In contrast to AML, low
expression of H1F0 in glioblastoma, melanoma, and other types
of cancer is a marker for poor clinical outcomes (49). A clear
description of SEL1L3 [SEL1L3 sel-1 suppressor of lin-12-like
3 (C. elegans)] function in cancer cells does not exist, but we
observed that its high expression is also associated with a poor
prognosis in AML. High expressions of IMPA1 that encode
inositol(myo)-1(or 4)-monophosphatase 1 are also markers of
poor outcomes in AML. Previously, its role was described only
in neural cell behavior but not in leukemic cells (50).

Seventy-six and Seventy-eight DEGs were identified in NB
with KIT-high and low expression, respectively (Figure 5B). The
majority of DEGs from KIT-high and NTRK1-low populations
are associated with a poor prognosis, while genes identified in
KIT-low and NTRK1-high populations are associated with a
favorable prognosis (Figure 5C). Several genes, like RET, HIF1a,
and DUSP4 were detected both in KIT-high and NTRK1-low
groups. Both receptor tyrosine kinase RET and dual-specificity

kinase DUSP4 are implicated in ALK oncogenic action via ERK-
ETV5-RET signaling, and their high expression is associated with
a poor prognosis in NBs (51, 52). In patients with high KIT
expression we also identified NOS1, NMU, and GARBA5 genes,
and these expressions are specific to neural tissue and are also
associated with poor disease outcome (Figure 5E).NOS1 encodes
neuronal nitric oxide synthase, and it is reported that high NOS1
expression may be responsible for PC12 pheochromocytoma
cell resistance to NO-induced toxicity (53). The possible role of
neuromedin U (NMU) or GABA type A receptor subunit alpha-
5 (GABRA5) in NB progression was not previously described,
but there are reports that NMU is overexpressed and involved
in the progression of pancreatic, breast, and endometrial cancers
(54–56). We also identified several differentially expressed
genes that are associated with KIT or NTRK1 expression in
both NB and AML datasets. Several of these genes were
associated with prognoses, most notably MRPL33, SLC18A2,
and PLXNC1 (Figure 5F). To determine possible connections
between identified DEGs, we employed GeneMANIA analysis.
We analyzed three gene sets: DEGs mutual to NB and AML,
subset of genes associated with NTRK1 expression level in
AML, and DEGs associated with poor prognosis and high KIT
expression in NB. This analysis revealed that genes in all three
sets formed interconnected networks, suggesting that there are
multiple possible interactions between identified genes.

To verify gene expression patterns associated with TrkA
and KIT, we measured MRPL33, SLC18A2, PLXNC1, HOXA10,
BAG3, MARCKS, NMU, NOS1, and GABRA5 in myeloid and
NB cells (Figure 6A). MRPL33 expression is a prognostic marker
mutual to NB and AML and is highly expressed in all AML
and NB cell lines. The total TrkA and KIT expression level is
similar in K562 and Kasumi-1 cells, being rather distinct from
that observed in HL-60 (Figure 6A).

To determine if the expression of identified DEGs is
dependent on the activation of KIT or TrkA we treated Kasumi-1
and SH-SY5Y cells with SCF (100 ng/ml), NGF (100 ng/ml), or
both (Figures 6B–D). Proteins were added to cell cultures for
72 h, followed by a second treatment for 6 h to measure both
possible long-term and short-term effects of SCF and NGF on
the expression of identified DEGs. We identified that HOXA10
andMRPL33 expression is elevated in AML patients compared to
CML or normal BM, together with the highest level in Kasumi-
1 among three studied cell lines (Figures 6A,E). However, its
expression changes were not detected upon stimulation with
recombinant proteins (data not shown). Interestingly, NGF+SCF
and SCF alone had distinct effects on MARCKS mRNA levels, as
its expression fell down after SCF treatment and was restored
by the presence of NGF (Figure 6B). NGF strengthened effect
caused by SCF regarding BAG3 expression. As for SLC18A2
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FIGURE 6 | Characterization of prognostic marker genes expression in leukemic and NB cells. (A) Heatmap of normalized expression of KIT, NTRK1, MRPL33,

PLXNC1, SLC18A2, HOXA10, BAG3, MARCKS, NMU, NOS1, and GABRA5 genes in leukemic and NB cell lines. Expression of each gene was normalized to GAPDH

expression in the respective cell line. KIT and NTRK1 expression is presented as a summarized expression of all mRNA isoforms. (B) Expression of PLXNC1,

SLC18A2, BAG3, and MARCKS in Kasumi-1 cells treated with SCF, NGF or both. (C) Expression of NMU and NOS1 in SH-SY5Y cells treated with SCF, NGF, or both.

(D) Expression of KIT and TrkA isoforms in Kasumi-1 cells treated with SCF, NGF, or both. (E) Expression of HOXA10 and MRPL33 genes in pediatric AML patients

(denBoer dataset), CML and normal bone marrow (BM) from Mile-2004 data set. (F) Expression of NMU gene (top graph) in NB patients (Versteeg dataset),

pheochromocytomas and paragangliomas (PCC/PGL), and the adrenal gland (AG). Spearmen correlation of NMU and KIT expression in NB patients (Versteeg

dataset). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 as calculated by the Mann-Whitney test.
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and PLXNC1 (identified DEGs common for NB and AML),
their expression changed similarly upon SCF or NGF+SCF
stimulation, which suggested amajor contribution of KIT in their
regulation (Figure 6B).

Treatment of TrkAIII-dominant Kasumi-1 cells with NGF
alone made no significant changes in KIT and TrkA isoform
expression along with the expression of identified DEGs
(Figures 6B,D). Although, neither NGF nor SCF significantly
affected TrkAI-II expression statistically, their combination
significantly decreased TrkAI-II expression (Figure 6D).
Conversely, only SCF was able to affect TrkAIII expression.
These data suggest an existence of KIT-TrkA regulatory crosstalk
in AML cells. Stimulation of Kasumi-1 cells with only SCF
resulted in a decrease in both GNNK-/+ isoforms, and the
combination did not exhibit any additional effects (Figure 6D).

We observed that NMU, NOS1, and GABRA5 expression
is highest in SH-SY5Y cells, which have the highest KIT
expression among NB cell lines (Figure 6A). These results are
in an agreement with all these genes being associated with
high KIT expression in NB patients. More importantly, the
expression of NMU and NOS1 was elevated after the treatment
of SH-SY5Y with SCF (Figure 6C). We did not observe any
significant changes in expression of other genes after treatment
of SH-SY5Y with SCF, NGF, or both (data not shown). NMU
expression is also elevated in NB tumors compared to PCC/PGL
or normal adrenal glands and correlates with KIT expression in
NB patients (Figure 6F).

DISCUSSION

The role of TrkA and KIT signaling in AML and NB is poorly
understood. KIT and TrkA staining of leukemic and NB cells
showed similar results with the regard to the expression of
alternative receptor isoforms. NB cells have either an equal
ratio of KIT GNNK– and GNNK+ isoforms or a predominant
expression of GNNK+, while leukemic cells express substantially
more GNNK– than GNNK+ isoforms. The significance of the
GNNK+/– ratio in normal and malignant cells is still not
precisely described in published data. It is stated that GNNK-
isoforms are predominant in normal KIT-positive tissues. We
have identified that GNNK+ isoforms are expressed at the same
or higher level as GNNK- in NB cells. Since KIT is associated
with a poor prognosis in NB but not in AML, we speculate that
the ratio of splice isoform can be responsible for the oncogenic
potential of the non-mutant KIT. According to several reports,
KIT-positive cells in NB tumors (as opposed to AML) have cancer
stem-like properties (57–60). Considering that both AML andNB
cells express GNNK+, and that the GNNK-/GNNK+ expression
ratio is much lower in NB cells, we speculate that GNNK+
isoform expression may be specific to cancer stem cells in NB and
even possibly in AML.

Consistent with previous reports, in AML and CML cells we
saw different levels of TrkA expression, both on mRNA and at
protein level. Also, we demonstrate that TrkA isoform ratios
are different between AML and CML cells. It was shown that

the K562 (as well as TF-1) cell line has detectable surface TrkA
expression as well as its mRNA transcript, while AML cells KG1,
MOLM13, and MV4-11 expressed TrkA only at the mRNA level
(46). In all studied AML cell lines, we detected intracellular TrkA
(by flow cytometry) and observed that cells with a predominance
of TrkAIII showed distinct distribution of TrkA within the cells.
Interestingly, the TrkA in AML and NB cells was mostly localized
in the vesicle compartment near the nucleus. Only SH-SY5Y
and K562 cells, which have the highest ratio of TrkAI-II/TrkAIII
expression among NB and leukemic cells, respectively, showed
notable cytoplasm localization of the TrkA protein. The TrkAIII
isoform is localized mostly to ER/Golgi compartments, and this
isoform is considered oncogenic. When localized to ER/Golgi it
can activate different pro-survival signaling (61, 62).

One of the hallmarks of pediatric tumors is a high
prevalence of chromosomal aberrations and low incidence of
point mutations. Still, the abnormal expression of different
RTKs, such as TrkA and KIT, can have a substantial impact
on tumor formation and progression. Unexpectedly, we found
that t(8;21)/inv16 bearing AML with a high KIT expression
phenotype shares more features with high KIT-expressing NB
tumors than with other AML karyotypes. In both t(8;21)/inv16
AML and NB, tumors high KIT expression is strongly associated
with DNA repair mechanisms and processes of cell cycle
regulation. In NB tumors, high activity of DNA damage repair
is associated with a worse prognosis for overall patient survival,
and there are some reports that argue that targeting DNA damage
repair may be beneficial for a subset of AMLs (63, 64). It is
possible that high activity of DNA damage repair and NGF
signaling pathways can be a transcriptomic signature of MYCN-
amplified NB (65, 66). Moreover, NGF and SCF had similar
effects on the survival of NB cells and Kasumi-1 cells with t(8;21)
translocation. In both cases, NGF and SCF showed a combined
protective effect against doxorubicin or cytarabine.

NGF/TrkA signaling is implicated in normal hematopoiesis,
and bone marrow stromal cells produce NGF (46, 67, 68).
Differentiation by retinoic acid induces the expression of
TrkA receptors in myeloid cell lines (69, 70). NGF can
influence the differentiation of hematopoietic cells - basophils,
acting synergistically with the granulocyte-macrophage
colony-stimulatory factor (GM-CSF) (71). Moreover, NGF
promotes megakaryocytic differentiation but blocks erythroid
differentiation (72). The role of NGF/TrkA signaling in the
development or progression of myeloid malignancies is unclear.
It was shown that TrkA signaling in CML cells is activated
in response to a blockade of BCR-ABL1 by imatinib (73).
RUNX1-RUNX1T1 knockdown in the Kasumi-1 cells leads to
the upregulation of cytokine-pathways including NGF (44).
The co-expression of TrkA and its ligand NGF in murine
hematopoietic progenitor cells induces leukemia (74). Notably,
TrkA is a common off-target for FLT3 and JAK2 inhibitors
used in myeloid leukemia treatment, so leukemia patients may
benefit from non-intentional TrkA inhibition along with FLT3
or JAK2 (75). Since TrkA inhibitors also block FLT3 and JAK2,
the simultaneous blocking of these receptors may be considered
as a prospective therapeutic approach.
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Although high TrkA expression in NB is associated with a
favorable prognosis, the expression of NGF may play a different
role in NBs with low or moderate TrkA expression (76). In
general, NBs with a favorable prognosis and high level of TrkA
expression poorly express NGF. In cells obtained from patients
with late-stage NBs, TrkA expression is significantly reduced, and
the addition of NGF does not lead to differentiation of these
cells. High NGF expression in NB is associated with a poor
prognosis and it is reported that NGF stimulates NB survival
under conditions of nutrient deprivation (77, 78). The protective
effect of SCF on NB cells against chemotherapy drugs was not
previously described, although there is much evidence to suggest
that KIT inhibition leads to increased apoptosis and NB cell
death. These findings highlight a possible important role of
SCF and NGF co-expression in acquired drug resistance in NB
and AML.

We described several gene sets, and those expressions may
represent a molecular signature of KIT and TrkA expression
levels in NB and AML. PLXNC1, MRPL33, and SLC18A2
genes are strongly implicated in gene interaction networks
common for NB and AML, and they are also associated with
NTRK1 expression levels in AML (Figure 5G). The MRPL33
gene that encodes large mitoribosomal sub-units regulates
growth and apoptosis in cancer and may also be implicated in
chemoresistance (79). Notably, MRPL33 expression correlates
with a poor prognosis both in NBs and AML. The PLXCN1 gene
encoding Plexin C1-type I transmembrane receptor is a target of
the Runx1 transcriptional factor that is involved in chromosomal
rearrangements in AML (80). PLXCN1 expression is associated
with lowNTRK1 expression in AML and highNTRK1 expression
in NB. Also, Plexin C1 is involved in melanoma progression,
its expression is absent in the early stages of the melanoma
but occurs in late stages as a pro-survival and anti-apoptotic
factor marker and acts via the activation of AKT pathway (81).
Interestingly TrkA is considered to be a potential oncogene in
malignant melanoma (33), and predominant TrkAIII expression
has been detected in metastatic melanoma (39). That may point
to the existence of the connection between NTRK1 and PLXCN1
expression in malignant diseases. SLC18A2 protein is involved
in vesicular transportation of monoamines; mRNA was found in
basophilic and mast cells (82). HOX proteins are involved in the
regulation of myeloid cell development during embryogenesis
and adult hematopoiesis. HOXA5 expression is crucial for
erythroid and myeloid commitment (83). Overexpression of
the HOXC6 gene induces gene expression programs similar to
acute myeloid leukemia. DEGs for HOXC6-overexpressing cells
include SLC18A2 (84). We found that the high expression of
PLXNC1 and SLC18A2 genes is associated with poor prognosis
in AML and favorable prognosis in NB, and also their expression
is elevated in Kasumi-1 cell lines. Obtained results give evidence
that the expression of these genes is responsive to SCF
treatment, suggesting their dependence on KIT-signaling. Hence,
Kasumi-1 cells could be used to study PLXNC1 and SLC18A2
oncogenic potential in AML. Moreover, our study revealed the
responsiveness of AML cells to NGF treatment as a combination
of NGF and SCF was not only able to protect TrkAIII-high
cells from cytarabine-induced cell death but also resulted in

down-regulation of the main TrkA isoform. The treatment of
Kasumi-1 cells with SCF had a distinct effect on KIT-correlated
genes BAG3 and MARCKS; MARCKS was down-regulated while
BAG3 was up-regulated. NGF addition enhanced SCF-induced
effects regarding BAG3 while MARCKS expression was restored
by it. Overall, these data slightly clarify possible mechanisms of
the contribution of TrkA signaling to AML cell survival.

For NB we identified a gene/protein interaction network of six
genes associated with a poor prognosis and high KIT expression
in NB (Figure 5G). Although the functions of NOS1, GABRA5,
and NMU genes in NB are unknown, there is some evidence of
how they might affect NB progression. Neuromedin U (NMU)
is implicated in the development of ALK inhibitor resistance in
non-small cell lung cancer (85). Since RET and DUSP4 are also
involved in the development of ALK inhibitor resistance and
share a gene interaction network with Neuromedin U, it may play
a similar role in NB development. Interestingly, Neuromedin U,
along with its receptor NMU1R, is expressed by AML cells and
probably stimulates the growth of primary AML cells through
autocrine loop (86). Nitric oxide (NO) is reported to be an
important negative regulator of MYCN expression during NB
and neuronal differentiation (87). Loss of sensitivity to NO due to
constantNOS1 overexpression can be one of themechanisms that
block NB differentiation (53). NOS1 expression can be increased
by the stimulation of NB cells with GABA-containing liposomes,
although the particular role of GABA type A receptor subunit
alpha 5 (GABRA5) in this process is unknown (88). There are
reports that GABA-A receptor agonists induce apoptosis in NB
cells, although the high expression of some GABA receptor
subunits correlates a with poor prognosis in NB (89, 90). We
showed that NMU and NOS1 expression can be upregulated by
KIT activation by SCF. NMU expression in NB is significantly
higher than in pheochromocytomas, paragangliomas, or normal
adrenal glands; it correlates with KIT expression and is associated
with a poor outcome, which suggests that it is a novel prognostic
factor associated with KIT expression in NB.

Our findings should be valued within at least two technical
aspects. First, we could not investigate the prognostic value of
KIT and TrkA isoforms. The reason for this there is that no
AML or NB data sets have transcriptomic or proteomic data
on alternatively spliced KIT and TrkA expression as well as
survival data. Secondly, we do not show whether identified DEGs
expression is dependent on the expression of specific receptor
isoforms. Although, this is a limitation, we first studied how
DEGs expression changed in response to stimulation with SCF or
NGF. In conclusion, this study determined the pattern of KIT and
TrkA isoform expression in NB and AML cell lines. Nonetheless,
we identified several novel transcriptomic signatures for AML
and NB patients connected with KIT and TrkA expression. Our
data elucidated new prognostic markers that may be involved in
the progression of pediatric tumors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Cultures
Human AML cells HL-60, CML cells K562 (harbors BCR/ABL
translocation), NB cells SH-SY5Y, SN-K-AS (without MYCN
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amplification), and SK-N-BE (MYCN amplified) were cultured
at 37◦C and 5% CO2 in a RPMI-1640 growth medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Kasumi-1 cells
[harbors t(8;21) translocation] were cultured in RPMI-1640
growth medium supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum. All
growth media were also supplemented with 2mM L-glutamine,
100 units/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml streptomycin, and 1mM
sodium pyruvate. All cell lines were gifted by the Heinrich-Pette
Institute at the Leibniz Institute for Experimental Virology.
RPMI-1640, penicillin/ streptomycin, sodium pyruvate, and
L-glutamine were purchased from Gibco (ThermoFisher
Scientific, USA).

Direct Flow Cytometry
2∗105 cells were stained in round-bottom tubes. Cells were
washed in (1% sodium azide, 1% FBS in PBS) and resuspended
in 20 ul of staining buffer (3% BSA in PBS). For intracellular
staining, cells were fixed in 100 ul 4% PFA for 10min and washed
with 400 ul of PBS prior to staining. Cells were permeabilized
by the addition of 1% Triton X-100 to the staining buffer.
Conjugated antibodies, anti-KIT antibodies conjugated with
FITC (ab119107, Abcam, USA) and anti-TrkA with Alexa Fluor
488 antibody (ab194321, Abcam, USA), were diluted in staining
buffer. Amounts of antibodies were added in accordance with
the manufacture’s protocol: 1:20 dilution in staining buffer. Cells
were incubated for 30min in the dark at room temperature and
washed with ice-cold PBS once. Measurements were performed
on a LSRFortessa flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and analyzed
with FlowJo software.

Quantitative Real-Time PCR
RNA extraction from myeloid and NB cells was performed using
TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) in
accordance with manufacturer’s protocol. The yield and purity
of RNA was determined by a spectrophotometer NanoDrop ND-
1000 (Thermo Scientific, USA). An amount of 2 µg of RNA
were used for the synthesis of cDNA by RevertAid Reverse
Transcriptase kit (Thermo Scientific, USA). Real-time PCR
was performed in three replicates using the Maxima SYBR
Green Supermix (Thermo Scientific, USA) and CFX96 Real-
Time System (Bio-Rad, USA). The expression levels of studied
genes were normalized to that of the human GAPDH. Ct values
and relative expression was determined by CFX Manager 3.1
software (Bio-Rad, USA). Primer sequences used in this study are
provided in Supplementary Table 6.

Analysis of Cell Growth
Kasumi-1 (5∗103 per well), HL-60 (3∗103 per well), K562 (5∗103

per well), SH-SY5Y (15∗103 per well), SK-N-AS (10∗103 per well),
and SK-N-BE (2∗103 per well) cells were seeded in triplicates
in 48 well plate prior drug or recombinant proteins treatment.
Six days after treatment, cells were counted on the Neubauer
chamber by the trypan blue exclusion method. Doxorubicin
hydrochloride (D1515) and cytosine β-D-arabinofuranoside
(AraC, C1768) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA).
Recombinant SCF (ab9717) andNGF (ab179616) were purchased
from Abcam (USA). SCF and NGF were reconstituted in 0.1%
BSA, and 0.1% BSAwas used as a negative control in experiments

with recombinant protein treatments. Each experiment was
performed several times.

Immunocytochemistry (ICC) and Confocal
Imaging
The cells were fixed with 4% PFA in a 0.1M phosphate buffer
(pH 7.3) for 15min, washed with PBS (3 × 10min), treated
with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS (10min at room temperature),
washed with PBS (10min), and incubated overnight at 4◦C with
anti-KIT antibody conjugated with FITC (ab119107, Abcam,
USA) or with anti-TrkA-Alexa Fluor 488 antibody (ab194321,
Abcam, USA) diluted 1:50 in PBS containing 1% BSA. After
three washes with PBS, the cells were mounted in Slowfade gold
medium (Invitrogen, USA, cat. s36936) containing 1µg/ml DAPI
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and sealed with nail polish. Confocal 8-
bit digital images were obtained using a Leica TCS SP5 laser-
scanning microscope (Leica, Germany) equipped with an HCX
PLAPO CS 63 × 1.4 oil immersion lens. The image acquisition
parameters were as follows: DAPI fluorescence (DNA staining)
with excitation at 405 nm and emission at 420–480 nm; FITC and
Alexa Fluor 488 fluorescence, excitation at 488 nm, emission at
505–550 nm. Images were processed using the same parameters
on LAS AF Lite software (Leica).

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) and
Multidimensional Scaling
We used GSEA v3.0 (http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/
downloads.jsp) to identify enriched gene sets associated with
KIT or NTRK1 gene expression in NB and AML patients.
KIT and NTRK1 expression was used as phenotype label and
GO biological processes gene sets were analyzed. The Pearson
correlation was used for the gene rankingmetric, and the number
of permutations was set at 100. Enrichment results satisfying a
nominal p < 0.05 with a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.25 were
considered statistically significant. For the multidimensional
scaling of enriched GO gene sets we used a web interface:
REVIGO (42). The Resnik score for depth of GO gene annotation
was used for multidimensional scaling and the obtained results
were then plotted in Cytoscape software (91).

Identification of Differentially Expressed
Genes (DEGs), Survival, and GeneMANIA
Analysis
Multiple t-tests for genes in NB and AML datasets were
performed in GraphPad Prism 8 software. For each data
set we divided patients into two groups based on KIT or
NTRK1 gene expression. Groups with high KIT or NTRK1
expression for each data set were selected starting from 10
with 5% increments until a considerable number of DEGs
were identified. Groups of the NB data set (Versteeg n = 88)
were 30% (KIT-high) and 25% (NTRK1-high). Groups of the
AML data set (denBoer n = 237) were 15% for both KIT-
high and NTRK1-high. Genes with a false discovery rate (FDR
q-value) <0.01% were considered as differentially expressed. The
Kaplan Meier scan from R2: Genomics analysis and visualization
platform was used for overall survival analysis. Differences in
overall survival probability with p < 0.05 after Bonferroni
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correction were considered significant. Patients were separated
into high and low groups based on gene expression, groups with
lowest Bonferroni p-value were presented in results. To predict
potential interactions between identified genes, we employed
the GeneMANIA (http://www.genemania.org/), a Cytoscape (91)
application tool used for the functional prediction of gene and
protein interactions (92).

Statistical Analysis
All the data are expressed as mean ± SD from at least three
individual experiments. The statistical significance of differences
observed in cell count experiments was determined by the
Mann-Whitney non-parametric test. The statistical significance
of real-time PCR experiments was determined by an unpaired
two-sided Student t-test. A p < 0.05 marks significance. All
statistical calculations were performed in GraphPad Prism
8 software.
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